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2.0

PURPOSE OF THE UNDERTAKING

Chapter 2 provides a description of the purpose of the LWC Project. The description is framed
in terms of both the problem (an ecologically degraded and disconnected area of waterfront) and
the opportunity (creating aquatic and terrestrial habitats including naturalization of shoreline and
creeks and providing for public access to and along the waterfront) that the LWC Project
presents. Thus, the goal/purpose of the LWC Project is to “create a new natural waterfront park
that will establish ecological habitat and public linkages on the eastern Mississauga Waterfront”.
The reference to a “natural waterfront park” alludes to the focus on re-establishing wetlands,
meadows, beaches, streams and forest habitats while providing for passive recreation
opportunities that will allow the public to enjoy these features.
2.1

PROBLEM/OPPORTUNITY ASSESSMENT

There is a long history of planning, public engagement and scientific studies with respect to the
eastern Mississauga waterfront. A number of documents describing issues and opportunities
along the Lake Ontario shoreline and nearshore areas have been developed for Mississauga,
Toronto and Lake Ontario as a whole, and are applicable to the LWC Project. These documents
are listed in Table 2.1 and some of the key studies are discussed in Section 2.1.1, Sections 2.1.2
and 2.1.3 to provide a more detailed description of the problems and opportunities associated
with the existing habitat and public access, respectively.
Table 2.1
Title
Arsenal Lands Master Plan Addendum
(including Marie Curtis Park West)
City of Mississauga Lakeview Legacy Project
Marie Curtis Park Revitalization Plan
Conservation Lands Management Manual:
Policies, Procedures and Programs for
Managing CVC Lands
Credit River Watershed Natural Heritage
Strategy
Fill Quality Guide and Good Management
Practices for Shore Infilling in Ontario
Fish Community Objectives for Lake
Ontario
Future Directions: Implementation Guide for
Recreation
Future Directions: Master Plan for Parks
and Natural Areas
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List of Background Studies
Year
2007
2008
2009
no date

underway

Author(s)
Toronto and Region Conservation Authority, City of
Toronto, City of Mississauga, Region of Peel
Lakeview Ratepayers Association
City of Toronto
Credit Valley Conservation

Credit Valley Conservation

2011

Ontario Ministry of the Environment

2013

Great Lakes Fishery Commission

2009

City of Mississauga

2009

Envision; Mehak, Kelly & Associates; and Natural
Resource Solutions Inc. for Community Services
Department, City of Mississauga
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Table 2.1

List of Background Studies (Cont’d)

Title
Greater Toronto and Area Waterfront: An
Urban Recreational Fisheries Plan

Year
Underway

Inspiration Lakeview: A Vision
Inspiration Lakeview: Phase I Background
Report
Inspiration Port Credit Background
Report

2011
2010

Integrated Shoreline Management Plan

1996

Lake Ontario Integrated Shoreline Study:
Background Review and Data Gap
Analysis
Lake Ontario Waterfront Development
Program
Lakeview Waterfront Connection
Feasibility Study
Peel-Caledon Significant Woodlands and
Significant Wildlife Habitat Study
Port Credit Harbour West Parks
Engineering Studies and Environmental
Assessment
Regeneration: Toronto’s Waterfront and
Sustainable City
Terrestrial Ecosystem Enhancement Model
(TEEM), Landscape Scale Analysis of the
City of Mississauga: Natural and SemiNatural Habitats and Opportunities for
Enhancement
The Beautiful Lake: A Binational
Biodiversity Conservation Strategy for
Lake Ontario
Toronto Beaches Plan
Toronto Waterfront Aquatic Habitat
Restoration Strategy
Waterfront Parks Strategy

2011

Author(s)
MNR, Central Lake Ontario Conservation
Authority, Ganaraska Conservation Authority,
Credit Valley Conservation, Toronto and Region
Conservation
Urban Strategies Inc. for City of Mississauga
Urban Strategies Inc.; GHD Inc.; and N. Barry Lyon
Consultants Inc. for City of Mississauga
Stoss Landscape Urbanism; Dillon Consulting
Limited; Sweeny Sterling Finlayson & Co.
Architects, Inc.; Woods Hole Group; James Lima
Planning & Development; and Soil-Mat Engineers
& Consultants Ltd. for City of Mississauga
Fenco MacLaren Inc.; Shoreplan Engineering Ltd.;
EDA Collaborative Inc.; Tarandus Associates Ltd.;
and Ecorp Inc. for Metropolitan Toronto and Region
Conservation Authority
Credit Valley Conservation

1980

Toronto and Region Conservation Authority

2011

Credit Valley Conservation and Toronto and Region
Conservation Authority
North-South Environmental Inc., Dougan &
Associates and Sorensen Gravely Lowes
City of Mississauga

Wetlands Restoration Strategy
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2013

2009
Currently
underway
1991
2012

2009

2009
2007
2008
2009
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Royal Commission on the Future of the Toronto
Waterfront (Canada), David Crombie
Credit Valley Conservation

Lake Ontario Biodiversity Strategy Working Group
with US – Canada Lake Ontario Lake-wide
Management Plan
City of Toronto
Aquatic Habitat Toronto for Waterfront Toronto
Brook McIlroy Inc. / Pace Architects for City of
Mississauga
Credit Valley Conservation
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2.1.1

Key Studies and Plans

2.1.1.1 Inspiration Lakeview
Inspiration Lakeview (April 2011) resulted from a collaboration between the City of
Mississauga, agencies and the broader public. It provides a new vision to transform the eastern
Mississauga waterfront based on four Key Moves organized around the themes of Blue (water),
Green (park and natural spaces), Culture (heritage) and Urban (elements) and eight key
principles. The eight principles are:
1. Link the City and the Water – this principle emphasizes the desire to allow people to
interact with Lake Ontario by bringing the City of Mississauga to the water’s edge.
2. Open the Site with a Wealth of Accessible Public Spaces – this principle expresses the
desire that the waterfront be open to the public to gather and experience Lake Ontario.
3. Create a Green, Sustainable, Innovative, Model New Community – this principle
promotes future development to be innovative and more environmentally friendly.
4. Create a Vibrant Community – this principle expresses the desire that the community
created by Inspiration Lakeview be diverse and welcoming, allowing for opportunities for
employment, housing and cultural and educational institutions.
5. Connect in Multiple Ways: Transit, Walking, Cycling and the Car – this principle points
out the extensive size encompassing the Inspiration Lakeview lands and expresses the
desire for access to be by more than private automobile including by walking, cycling
and transit.
6. Create a Destination to Draw Local, Regional and International Visitors – this principle
expresses the desire for Inspiration Lakeview to include programs, uses and attractions
that will draw visitors from local, regional and international destinations.
7. Commemorate History While Creating a New Legacy – this principle expresses the
desire that Inspiration Lakeview celebrate and commemorate the history of the lands.
8. Balance Public and Private Investment to be Economically Viable and Sustainable – this
principle recognizes that the vision for Inspiration Lakeview will take significant
resources that must balance site redevelopment with fiscal responsibility.
Specifically, the Inspiration Lakeview vision includes A Green Water’s Edge: “…a new green
water’s edge could be created south of the waste water treatment plant connecting the Arsenal
Lands and Marie Curtis Park to the eastern breakwall and the Green Corridor. This new
lakefront land also provides new natural heritage and habitat opportunities, including
opportunities to improve marine habitat….” This Green Water’s Edge allows for the relocation
of the Waterfront Trail from Lakeshore Road to Lake Ontario shoreline.
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The vision also includes A Green Corridor linking the Green Water’s Edge to Lakeshore to the
west of the WWTF. This corridor envisions more active recreation, a naturalized and daylighted
Serson Creek, and clear views to the lake and eastern pier. Figure 2.1 illustrates the Vision for
Inspiration Lakeview.
The LWC Project has components of all eight Inspiration Lakeview principles and is a key step
in implementing Inspiration Lakeview because it represents one of the “Big Green Moves” –
creating the Green Water’s Edge. This will effectively provide public and ecological connection
between OPG’s Lakeview site and existing Marie Curtis Park.
2.1.1.2 Lake Ontario Integrated Shoreline Strategy
The LWC Project has been developed in parallel with CVC’s LOISS. The LOISS is a multi-year,
multidiscipline program intended to:





collect and analyze information on the Lake Ontario shoreline within the CVC
jurisdiction;
characterize the shoreline and identify opportunities for the protection and restoration of
natural ecosystems along the shoreline, inland, and into the lake in the nearshore
environment; and
develop a Shoreline Restoration Plan.

The LOISS is also aimed at complementing the City of Mississauga’s Waterfront Parks
Management Strategy in its upcoming updates and future parkland redevelopment.
LOISS seeks to identify the role of existing features in meeting the needs of wildlife, but also to
identify priority areas for both restoration and creation of aquatic and terrestrial habitat to
enhance existing features and functions. Implementation of the LWC Project will contribute
directly to improvements in aquatic and terrestrial habitat and functions within the LOISS project
area. In addition, the LWC Project has utilized some of the information collected and analyzed
as part of the LOISS to describe the existing environment in the LWC Project Study Area.
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Figure 2.1

Inspiration Lakeview The Vision Map 3: Big Green Moves

Source: City of Mississauga, 2011
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2.1.1.3 Fish Community Objectives for Lake Ontario
Recently, the Great Lakes Fishery Commission released the Fish Community Objectives for
Lake Ontario (2013) which lists targets of softer shorelines and creation of coastal wetlands to
maintain and increase target fish species in the nearshore. The document also identifies broad
targets and indicators for the fish community of Lake Ontario including:
1. Maintaining, enhancing and restoring self-sustaining Walleye, Yellow Perch, Northern
Pike, and Bass fisheries, populations and recruitment in the nearshore.
2. Maintaining, restoring and increasing the richness and diversity of native fish species in
nearshore areas and embayments.
3. Maintaining or increasing populations and increasing species diversity of pelagic prey
fish including introduced species (Alewife, Rainbow Smelt) and selected native prey fish
species (Threespine Stickleback, Emerald Shiner, Lake Cisco).
These broad targets and indicators have been considered throughout the LWC EA process. The
activities contemplated in the LWC Project are consistent with many of the targets and indicators
presented in the Fish Community Objectives for Lake Ontario.
2.1.1.4 Lakeview Waterfront Connection Feasibility Study
Beginning in the spring of 2010 and culminating in the November 2011 report Lakeview
Waterfront Connection Feasibility Study (CVC and TRCA, 2011), the Region of Peel initiated a
Feasibility Study to examine the potential for fill generated in the Region of Peel to be used to
create new lands that would:




Create coastal and terrestrial habitat;
Improve waterfront connectivity for both the public and ecology; and
Provide an opportunity for the sustainable reuse of fill.

The Feasibility Study contemplated a proposed project for the fill that is nearly the same as that
proposed in the current LWC Project. Key findings from the Feasibility Study included:





Cost savings are possible if fill haul sites are located more than 120 minutes from the fill
source;
Hauling fill to the proposed land creation site (the current LWC Project site) will result in
reductions to both greenhouse gas emissions and haul travel distance;
The proposal project land creation has the potential to create and enhance aquatic habitat;
The proposed project has the potential to enhance the quality of terrestrial habitat;
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The proposed project is expected to utilize some of the nutrient loading into Lake Ontario
by encouraging the growth of macrophytes;
Public access and use of the waterfront in the area of the proposed project will improve;
Waterlot costs are identified as unknown and pose a risk to the proposed project;
Groundwater quality and remediation needs are identified as a potential risk to the
proposed project;
Construction phasing for the proposed project with the naturalization and alignment of
Serson Creek will require consideration;
Timing of approval with construction and fill stockpiling poses a potential financial risk
to the proposed project;
The discovery of a previously undocumented linear submerged boulder field offshore
near the WWTF will require the review of a marine archaeologist;
Maintenance and operation of the new park following completion of the proposed project
requires review;
The infrastructure and operation of existing Region of Peel facilities co-located with the
proposed project must be taken into account;
Changes in the outflow of creeks co-located with the proposed project must be assessed
for a net benefit to condition; and
Consultation and public and stakeholder engagement must maintain support for the
proposed project.

All of the key considerations identified in the Feasibility Study have been considered as part of
the EA process and addressed directly in this EA Report.
2.1.2

Project Goal Element: Establish Ecological Habitat

2.1.2.1 Key Problems
Land use changes along the shoreline of Eastern Mississauga have generally compromised the
quality of terrestrial and aquatic habitat. The removal of stone, industrial use and proximity to
urban areas have left the area with a legacy of degraded habitat quality and quantity.
The historic/past mining of sand, gravel, stone and blocks of shale from the nearshore of Lake
Ontario, known as “stonehooking”, has left a legacy along the Mississauga shoreline that has
resulted in whole scale changes in, and destruction of, nearshore habitat. These changes resulted
in the removal of structure and shelter for fish including the now extinct Lake Ontario population
of Atlantic Salmon (Martin 2007). The loss of virtually all cobble substrates and the elimination
of Lake Trout spawning reefs are also attributed to stonehooking (Whillans 1979). CVC has
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estimated that as much as 4 million tonnes of material may have been removed from the
shoreline within the LOISS study area as part of stonehooking (CVC unpublished).
The massive amounts of stone that were removed from the Lake Ontario nearshore by
stonehookers during the 19th century destroyed spawning grounds and caused accelerated rates of
erosion by removing stones that help to dissipate wave energy and provide natural stabilization
of the shoreline. Changes to the shoreline through the construction of piers, infilling, changes in
sedimentation and other factors related to stonehooking also opened up the habitat to be
exploited by other fish communities (Ford 2009). Recent fish surveys along the nearshore area
at Lakeview have found only a few occurrences of Alewife and Emerald Shiner, both offshore
pelagic fish species.
Between OPG’s eastern pier and the west side of Etobicoke Creek, approximately 55% of the
shoreline is artificial using either revetments consisting of armourstone or riprap, or breakwaters
consisting of armourstone or concrete reinforced submerged barges. The existing artificial
shorelines were designed to protect the infilled shoreline and industrial land uses fronting the
lake. These shorelines were designed specifically to protect infrastructure and were constructed
with little thought for habitat related purposes. Roughly 24 ha of lakefill has occurred since
1945 associated with OPG’s Lakeview site and the Region of Peel’s WWTF in order to allow for
expansion of their respective industrial operations. While some natural shoreline remains in the
area near the LWC Project (the sandy beaches at Marie Curtis Park and a remnant beach
immediately south of the WWTF), the general ability of the area to support a diverse aquatic
community is impaired by past and current use and the implementation of artificial shorelines.
The long history of industrial use in the area has led to a wide range of possible historical and
current sources of contamination to Lake Ontario through groundwater and surface flows, and
operations. In addition, Etobicoke Creek is a highly urbanized watershed that drains into the
eastern edge of the City of Mississauga, carrying a wide-range of contaminants, sediment and
debris. A number of smaller urban watersheds drain into the water immediately to the west.
High nutrient and bacteria loads are routinely found in local waters and frequently resulting in
extensive algae blooms and bad odours. The existing beaches are also routinely covered with
debris that has been washed into the Lake from nearby streams and outfalls during storm events.
The natural ability of the area to mitigate water quality and stormwater has been further
compromised through large scale losses in natural heritage features and functions including: a
large coastal wetland that once connected the mouths of Etobicoke, Serson and Applewood
Creeks and forest habitat.
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As a result of these activities and conditions, the majority of the shoreline and nearshore area has
been degraded and offers only low quality fish habitat. In addition, only small areas of natural
terrestrial habitat cover remains and what is left is primarily limited to the eastern end of the
WWTF lands, and in Marie Curtis Park and the Arsenal Lands. The presence of both invasive
aquatic and terrestrial species in the area near the LWC Project has led to the simplification of
food webs. Despite the dearth of natural habitat conditions and degraded food webs in the area,
regular bird sightings along the waterfront and on the south shore of the WWTF indicate usage
by a wide range of migrating species. Due to the degradation and loss of natural wetlands, many
of these birds use ash lagoons at the WWTF as surrogate habitat.
2.1.2.2 Project Opportunities
The LWC Project intends to naturalize the shoreline and create public linkages to the south of the
existing WWTF. This will require a new shoreline along its southern limits. This shoreline will
seek to transform the existing poorly functioning shoreline, currently consisting primarily of
construction rubble and armourstone, into a more natural and dynamic system. Similar shoreline
restoration projects, such as Port Union in Scarborough, resulted in 10 and 100 fold increases in
pelagic fish populations (e.g., Emerald Shiners) along the coast. Further, the LWC Project
envisions the creation of new coastal wetlands that will be fed by Serson and Applewood Creeks
and controlled by lake levels. These wetlands will recreate important habitats for fish, birds and
herpetofauna that have been missing from this part of the Mississauga waterfront since the 1950s
and 60s. It is anticipated that fish populations located in Etobicoke Creek, Credit River,
Lakefront Promenade Park, Rattray Marsh, Credit River Marshes Humber River and the nearby
embayments will quickly colonize any coastal habitat established in the LWC Project area. It
will also provide an important stepping stone for fish and bird movements along the Mississauga
shore. Wetlands, streams and beaches will be designed with consideration for climate change
impacts as well.
The LWC Project is not only intended to provide beach and wetland habitat, but will establish an
appropriate mix of coastal terrestrial habitats (i.e., meadows and treed areas) to allow for a more
robust mix of habitats for birds and small wildlife. This is intended to improve the function that
the area near the LWC Project already provides by improving the quality and quantity of
terrestrial habitat for stop-over, reproduction and foraging purposes.
Ultimately, the LWC Project has the potential to establish and enhance a wide range of aquatic,
nearshore and terrestrial habitat conditions between OPG’s Lakeview site and the western sand
beaches of Marie Curtis Park.
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2.1.3

Project Goal Element: Create Public Linkages

2.1.3.1 Key Problems
Although Marie Curtis Park allows public access to the Lake Ontario waterfront, public access
west of the park is impeded by security restrictions associated with industrial activities at both
OPG’s former Lakeview Generating Station and the Region of Peel’s WWTF.
The Waterfront Trail currently connects Marie Curtis Park to Lakeview Park (north of OPG’s
Lakeview site). However, due to security restrictions, the trail bypasses the waterfront and is
forced north along Lakeshore Road East for a 650-m long stretch between Hydro Road and the
Arsenal Lands. A spur trail connects the Waterfront Trail with Lakefront Promenade west of
OPG’s Lakeview site. To the east the Waterfront Trail travels south of the Arsenal Lands and
then through Marie Curtis Park. With trail and public access diverted away from most of the
waterfront, inappropriate and illegal uses can be found in the more isolated portions of the
waterfront parks, particularly along the western parking lot and beaches of Marie Curtis Park,
and along the southern fence line of the WWTF. OPG provides licenses to the City of
Mississauga for the Waterfront Trail and adjacent parklands north of the former Lakeview site.
The disruption in connectivity and public access is a major barrier to trail connections and
continuous public enjoyment of the Lake Ontario waterfront through this eastern part of
Mississauga to the City of Toronto. This issue was also identified in the City of Mississauga’s
Waterfront Parks Strategy; Future Directions: Implementation Guide for Recreation; and, Future
Directions: Master Plan for Parks and Natural Areas.
In addition to limited access and connectivity, the quality of terrestrial and marine recreation
opportunities along the LWC Project portion of the waterfront are impaired and/or limited.
Currently, the sand beaches at Marie Curtis Park are regularly covered with large volumes of
debris and the waters are regularly deemed unsafe for bathing due to high E. Coli levels (among
the highest levels of all the Toronto beaches). Debris and water quality impairments are
attributed, in part, to the proximity of the beach to urban creeks and rivers. Out of Toronto’s
eleven public beaches, Marie Curtis Park is one of three beaches that does not qualify for Blue
Flag Beach status1.

1

A certification indicating
http://www.blueflag.org/)

that
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2.1.3.2 Project Opportunities
The creation of a new waterfront park has the potential to provide north-south connections for
people from Lakeshore Road to the waterfront, and east-west connections between existing
waterfront parks using a series of recreational trails, including the relocation of the Waterfront
Trail to the waterfront. While the LWC Project alone will not resolve water quality impairments
and debris loadings from local and regional sources, the creation of new beaches further from the
mouths of some of these sources, may provide alternative, cleaner beach areas for use by the
public.
2.2

FUNDING OPPORTUNITIES

Waterfront projects that enhance public access and shoreline ecology, like the LWC Project, are
traditionally funded through the capital budgets of municipalities or conservation authorities.
Within the municipal budget process these projects compete for available funding with other
projects that are generally considered to be of higher importance to the broader community. As
such, in general, water and sewer infrastructure, emergency services, roads, transit and waste
management activities tend to receive capital funding over waterfront projects that are perceived
to have softer benefits to the community. Thus, many waterfront projects are not built until
alternative sources of funding can be accessed.
Alternative funding sources have historically been associated with federal or provincial
economic development programs that are often created as catalysts for job creation. These
programs are typically limited in funding availability and accessibility as well as scope of
applicability and timing.
Ever mindful of financial realities facing the public sector and the competition for public capital
budgets, the co-proponents together with the City of Mississauga are nevertheless seeking to
achieve the Inspiration Lakeview vision for the waterfront. To this end, the Region of Peel
engaged CVC and TRCA in 2011 to undertake the feasibility study for the LWC Project.
Specifically, they sought a source of funding that would seek to use a resource and offset costs
from infrastructure projects to fund the LWC Project. Such an approach could extend the value
of public money. The study concluded in 2011 that based on a number of assumptions, the LWC
Project could be implemented close to revenue neutral conditions. The study also identified that
a number of risk elements would need resolution during a formal EA planning process.
Currently, the Regional and Municipal governments have long-term plans for infrastructure
works that are anticipated to generate significant volumes of clean fill. This clean fill, which is
likely to consist of glacial till and shale bedrock, would typically be treated as waste and hauled
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long-distances for disposal. Instead, there is an opportunity to use this material as a resource to
meet the naturalization and public access objectives. In addition, the offset costs from the
reduced haulage could be used to help fund the planning and implementation for the new natural
waterfront park. The LWC Project represents an opportunity to put what are typically
considered waste materials to better local use and apply the saved Regional funds for additional
environmental and public benefit. Furthermore, by using this fill locally, the Regional
Municipality of Peel would divert these materials from the waste management stream currently
going to rural communities, thus further reducing the negative environmental and social impacts
in other municipalities.
There is extensive evidence of significant negative environmental, social and economic impacts
and growing public discontent in the rural areas that receive fill materials. Robert Messervey,
Chief Administrative Officer of the Kawartha Conservation Authority, presented case studies of
the negative impacts of large-scale commercial fill operations throughout their jurisdiction at a
workshop held by the Ontario Professional Planners Institute (June 20, 2013). Issues frequently
associated with commercial fill operations include:









Lack of public consultation prior to site establishment and start of operations;
Operations proceeding without proper environmental, socioeconomic studies;
Operations proceeding without proper permits, including direct non-compliance of
township bylaws;
Heavy truck traffic use on smaller rural roads and highways (hundreds of trucks per day);
Dust and noise emissions in rural areas;
Proximity and quantity of fill to adjacent properties reduces property values and raises
public safety concerns;
Concerns about contamination to soils and groundwater; and
Transformation of greenspace agricultural and environmentally sensitive lands.

The Region of Peel is continually investing in its public works infrastructure. As a result of these
infrastructure projects, the Region of Peel anticipates that approximately 1 to 2 million cubic
metres (m3) of clean fill would be generated over a 10 year period. This fill, which would
normally be trucked directly to a rural disposal site, could be beneficially reused in the LWC
Project to create habitats and public linkages.
Based on estimates in the Feasibility Study, the Region of Peel and the City of Mississauga are
facing disposal costs in the range of $38,000,000 to $50,000,000 for fill generated as part of
capital infrastructure projects. Funding the disposal of the clean fill provides no additional
benefit to either the community or the environment. If a beneficial use for the fill could be found
closer to sites generating fill, the cost savings associated with reduced haulage rates could be
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redirected to fund the planning and construction of the new natural habitats and public linkages
proposed by the LWC Project.
In the event that supply rates during construction of the LWC Project are lower than anticipated
from the Region of Peel and City of Mississauga, materials and their associated tipping fees may
be accepted from local private developers to enable construction of the LWC Project to proceed
in a timely manner.
2.3

STUDY AREAS

Two specific study areas have been defined for the LWC Project. The LWC Regional Study
Area is a broad area in which direct and indirect effects of the LWC construction and
establishment may appear. The LWC Project Study Area is the area identified to create
ecological habitat and public linkages.
The LWC Regional Study Area and LWC Project Study Area as described in Sections 2.3.1 and
2.3.2, respectively, are general. Where appropriate, each technical discipline may alter the study
areas to better identify and assess effects and benefits. Modifications are described in the
appropriate Sections of Chapters 3 and 7.
2.3.1

LWC Regional Study Area

The LWC Regional Study Area extends from the western-most extent of CVC’s jurisdictional
boundaries on the border with Oakville, into TRCA’s jurisdiction as far east as Colonel Samuel
Smith Park in the City of Toronto. The northern-most limit of the LWC Regional Study Area
roughly coincides with the Queen Elizabeth Way, but ranges from about 2.5 to 3.0 km inland,
and about 1 km offshore (Figure 2.2). The LWC Regional Study Area coincides with the
broader shoreline area defined by CVC’s LOISS.
The general area from which the fill material is being sourced is not being included in the LWC
Regional Study Area as the effects of moving fill materials away from these sites was (or will
be) assessed as part of project-specific EAs where applicable. The delivery routes for this
material from highways to the LWC Project Study Area are considered part of the LWC
Regional Study Area and will be defined as part of the transportation analysis.
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2.3.2

LWC Project Study Area

The LWC Project Study Area is bounded to the east by Etobicoke Creek, to the west by Serson
Creek and the eastern OPG pier, and to the north by Lakeshore Road. The LWC Project Study
Area extends approximately 1 km south into Lake Ontario (Figure 2.3). In the east, the LWC
Project Study Area includes Marie Curtis Park West and the Arsenal Lands, which are owned by
TRCA (Figure 2.4). Marie Curtis Park is managed and operated by the City of Toronto. Region
of Peel’s WWTF, occupies much of the LWC Project Study Area. The long, linear waterlots
extending into Lake Ontario indicate the location for critical outfalls for the WWTF. Except
where otherwise indicated, Lake Ontario within the LWC Project Study Area is considered
unalienated Crown land which has not been surveyed into waterlots.
OPG is currently undergoing an evaluation process to determine the future uses of its lands and
waterlots, as part of a Memorandum of Understanding with the City of Mississauga and Province
of Ontario to develop a shared vision for OPG’s Lakeview site. This process is anticipated to
conclude in June 2014. Therefore, the LWC Project cannot consider the use of OPG property.
Should the opportunity arise to consider the use of the OPG land prior to June 2014, the LWC
Project Study Area could be extended to include them.
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Figure 2.2
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Figure 2.3
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Figure 2.4

Land Ownership within the LWC Project Study Area
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2.4

PROJECT SCHEDULE

The Temporal Boundaries for the LWC Project which will be used as the basis for the effects
assessment are as follows:





Detailed Design, Permit Approvals and Land Acquisition (2014) assuming EA approval
in mid-2014.
Construction/Implementation – 7 to 10 years (target start date 2015).
Establishment – defined as the timeframe for monitoring and adaptive management of the
LWC Project (approximately the first 15 years after construction).
Post-Establishment Monitoring – timeframe for monitoring and operational management
(fish habitats, terrestrial habitats and trails) to identify further intervention if naturalized
system is not self-maintaining (onwards from the establishment phase for the lifecycle of
the LWC Project).
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